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First grade homework ideas

As teachers, we know how hard our students work every day. We spend hours reading, writing, mathematics, studying science and more. Studies show that the development of fine and rough motor skills, the construction of creative thinking skills and the promotion of feelings of creativity are critical skills for young students. In addition,
these non-s non-akummuni skills are a solid foundation for learning that takes place inside our class. These critical skills are often pushed aside at school and at home. How does it work? I created these homework calendars based on experience to address the unsanquesable skills that my students lacked, as well as to comply with our
school's HomeWork Policy. Every month, families receive a board of choice. These selection boards are not designed to be complex or overwhelming. Rather, they are designed to create subtle and coarse motor skills, creativity and creative skills. When students complete the activity, they can paint the square and share their calendar
with the class at the end of the month. Alternatives to Family Participation Although many activities can be completed independently, several activities each month require adult supervision or support (although with editable versions, you can simply change these activities). So I know that these calendars can be a tough request for some
classes and/or the student population. If students are unable to complete assignments at home, you can consider these alternatives. These ideas allow all students to participate regardless of home support. Recession: Allow students to complete tasks during the recession. Tell the students it's good to switch words home to school and
also know we're a school family. From hunting for leaves to skipping races, these activities can be easily completed with friends in the playground. Morning routine: For students who want to complete exercises, your morning bath time is the perfect chance to get in some off-hours. If students have access to their lunar calendars, they can
do 2-3 activities every week. End-of-Day Routines: Our school has a 6th grade mentorship. Students of 3-4 6th grades attend our class every day to help with the release at the end of the day. During this time, they read with students, play games and help students pack. For my friends who need additional Unhomework support, a 6th
grade buddy is the perfect person to complete the exercises. Promoting participation with any extracurricular routine as we present an opportunity as well, the hype we build around the event matters. For students and families to be excited about our Work Council, I have a few ideas. I don't pull them out anyway, but sprinkle them
throughout the year as excitement and urgency. Encouraging families to Photos &amp; Tweeting Them: Using a combination of Reminder and Twitter, we can help connect school and home. Families love sending pictures of the uncompliced in action and I love tweeting them. Students love to see their achievements on Twitter, and this
encourages other students/families to join in the fun. Show Photos and Products: From treasure maps to word collections, students will bring various artifacts from their non-artwork. Showing these items in the classroom or in the hallway is a great way to attract attention to them and encourage others to participate! Setting a class goal:
Setting a class goal is a great way to encourage participation. Generally, I would have a few students in our class at 4 or 5 as our monthly goal of the activity. Then, using ten frames on the white board, we cross measures completed by our class at home or during our previously agreed time (recesses, morning baths, afternoon layoffs). If/
when we meet our goal, we choose a way to celebrate. Goal setting is an inexpensive way to build excitement, build a cool community and celebrate non-akumul learning! The amazing thing about learning is that every teacher and class is unique. I love seeing different teachers put these editable homework calendars into action. Here are
some of my favorites. So, friends – what does homework look like in your classroom? Are you looking for suitable alternatives to homework? If so, be sure to check out these edited homework calendars! Every night your student will have to read 10 minutes at home. They can read their managed book to read, a library book, or a book of
their choice. In addition to night reading, your student should also practice his mathematical facts and spelling words. Ideas for spelling are included in the Spelling Selection Council, which is located in the Take out the child folder. Every month, we'll also update and send home a homework board with activities you and your child can work
on at home. When your child completes the task, send it in a message to your child's teacher on Seesaw. This link explains the steps to send a message: FREEBIEMathFactFlashcardssumof10.pdf Print these 10 flashcards for fact practice. As a challenge, create your own cards with the missing application.Ex. 9 + ___ = 10 __ = 3 =
10Math SitesThat Quiz - Math tests for students and teachers of all levels of classes. Fun Brain – This site includes 17 original games based on football, car racing and more. Plus Math – This site has many activities and games to help intermediate math students improve their skills. Flash cards, concentration camps and much more.
Harcourt School - Math and games for classes K-8. Mathematical pad - Action a mathematics site for elementary and secondary school students with mathematical games, mathematical problems of words, mathematical sheets, logical puzzles and mathematical videos. Math Fact Cafe - FREEmath for elementary school and home use.
This includes generators for math drills, cards, time, money and more! Monster Math Activity - FREE math lessons and activities for K-8. All lessons are organized by topic. Very attractive for students! For printing, mathematical flash cards - FREE math cards for printing for addition and subtraction. PBS Kids Between the Lions - Alphabet
and phonetics practice the use of games and stories. ABC Adventure is an alphabet practice. Albahabetimals - Practice your spelling words in the type of name or read using an interactive story book. Alphabet and Phonetics - Practice alphabet and letter sounds. Match letter - the practice of matching the beginning of sounds. Alphabet
Games - Play games to practice using letters in alphabetical order. Magic Keys - Illustrated children's stories for children of all ages. ByGosh - Free illustrated children's stories, stories, poems and novels. The Great Universe – Read hundreds of art and non-fiction children's picture books online. Fables of Esopa - a wonderful collection of
epics of Esop for children of 3-8 grades. Story Online is a great site where members of the Screen Actors Guild read children's books aloud. PBS Kids - Children in grades 1-3 can listen to stories aloud by different PBS characters. Interactive Stories – From the BBC, a great website with many interactive ways to listen to stories including,
read, watch or print! Spelling City – Help your child learn their spelling words with this fun website. Albahabetimals - Practice your spelling words in the type of name or read using an interactive story book. Children spell - absolutely free and absolutely interesting way to improve your spelling! This will greatly improve your ability to learn
and keep spelling words. Elementary Games - A fun site for teachers, parents and children featuring free educational games! Fun Brain - is an interactive game that allows you to hunt for misspelled words. Game-quarium - Free games for the practice of spelling. Homework in first grade?! I would like to share the quick homework that I
send home to my first-grade students. It is easy to use for teachers and gives only a few skill-based activities to complete each night! For five years I taught first class I always tried to improve the process of homework. I wanted it to be just for me, differentiated to my students, and there wasn't too much time for any of us! I tried many
different options (sometimes all in one year – BAD IDEA) and finally settled on a homework package that I would like to send on Monday, which returns on Friday. This made it easy for me to hosp, copy, fasten and send together. However, every week I would look at our skills that we learn or review, review, old books, search the internet
for *the best* pages, create my copies and finally send them on your way. It was TOO TIME-CONSUMING! I also knew that having all my students arising from the same homework was a service to those who might not need practice with them, and students who could work below that current standard. In this digital age, I thought there
should be a faster way to find the pages needed for my homework package. So I created my own system and my own pages that work for my needs. I know that everyone does their homework differently, and many have different beliefs about homework in first grade in general, but I thought I would share my own system because, well,
that's what worked best for my class and could be useful to others! First, I always like to send home newsletters to the parents of my students every week! I keep them simple enough and let them on what we learn in the classroom. Some parents read it with their child, others read it themselves, others do not read it at all. Anyway, I would
like to send them home! It helps me stay organized and can be a great reminder tool for my parents when we have open houses, parent-teacher conferences and excursions. I have one template per month and then change the date and wording every week! For a weekly newsletter, I send home various homework pages based on all
sorts of factors. I like to have options!!!! I have made at least one page for each topic I teach throughout the year. Also, I've never been a fan of long homework. I find it too overwhelming and I think students just need *strengthening the practice every night, so that played a big role in the way I set up my homework. You can see a little
more about the homework pages below. Again, I enjoy having options and I know that most teachers too! Based on the skills I teach this week, the level of student abilities, the participation of parents, I will send home what I find a smart HW package in a week. You can do the same for your students! ^^ again, it's all up to you!^^ Maybe
you don't send homework because in your community it doesn't go back. Well, these quick registrations can be easily done in the morning job, which only takes a few minutes while students practice their skills. If you think this type of first-class homework may be for you, or you want to try to switch it this year, go ahead and take a closer
look at some of the pages in my subsection by clicking on the device below and downloading the preview! Let me know what you think! Here are some close-ups multiple pages (more can be seen in the preview!): preview!):
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